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Abstract
This paper presents an analytical framework for performance characterization of a novel Stienen
cell based user-centric architecture operating in millimeter wave spectrum. In the proposed architecture,
at most one remote radio head (RRH) is activated within non overlapping user equipment (UE)-centric
Stienen cells (S-cells) generated within the Voronoi region around each UE. Under the presented
framework, we derive analytical models for the three key performance indicators (KPIs): i) SINR
distribution (used as an indicator for quality of service (QoS)), ii) area spectral efficiency (ASE), and iii)
energy efficiency (EE) as a function of the three major design parameters in the proposed architecture,
namely UE service probability, S-cell radius coefficient and RRH deployment density. The analysis is
validated through extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The simulation results provide practical design
insights into the interplay among the three design parameters, tradeoffs among the three KPIs, sensitivity
of each KPI to the design parameters as well as optimal range of the design parameters. Results show that
compared to current non user-centric architectures, the proposed architecture not only offers significant
SINR gains, but also the flexibility to meet diverse UE specific QoS requirements and trade between
EE and ASE by dynamically orchestrating the design parameters.
Index Terms
User-Centric Architectures, Stienen Model, Area Spectral Efficiency, Energy Efficiency.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ultra-dense deployment of small cells using higher frequency bands, such as millimeter wave
(mmWave), is being widely accepted in both academia and industry as the prime course to meet
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the ever growing data demands in future cellular networks, vis-a-vis 5G and beyond. Unlike some
earlier studies, it has now been established that densification alone does not yield linear gains
in coverage probability. In fact, the coverage probability shows a decreasing trend at high base
station (BS) densities as the network transitions from a noise-limited to an interference-limited
system [1]. To aggravate matters further, high operational expenditures and energy consumption
associated with dense deployments take a toll on the network operators by further reducing the
already dwindling profit margins.
Designing and operating the network in a user equipment (UE)-centric fashion instead of the
traditional cell-centric design has gained traction recently as a viable strategy for 5G and beyond
[2]. Shifting the network design pivot from the BS to the UE not only ensures ubiquitous coverage
and UE specific differentiated quality of service (QoS) to the UEs in dense deployments, but
also provides a mechanism for selective BS activation that ensures reduced energy consumption.
Recent works have quantified the area spectral efficiency (ASE) and energy efficiency (EE) in
a user-centric Cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [3], [4]. The network design in both these
works relies upon creating non-overlapping circular service zones around high priority UEs. This
results in a one-to-one (1-1) UE-BS association for each service zone such that a single BS is
activated at max per service zone. The service zone radius is employed as a control parameter
to realize the desired tradeoff between EE and ASE. However, the disjoint circular user-centric
service zones in the mentioned works cause high latency, specially within dense user hotspots,
due to longer wait times in downlink (DL) scheduling.
In this paper, we propose and analyze a novel user-centric architecture based on Stienen cells
around UEs for downlink scheduling in ultra-dense deployment scenarios. The Stienen model,
introduced in 1982 [5] considers the maximal ball inscribed within the Poisson Voronoi cell and
centered at the generating point of the Voronoi cell. In simple terms, Stienen model is formed
by non overlapping circular cells around UEs selected for downlink scheduling. The diameter of
those circular regions (or Stienen cells) has the exact same distribution as the nearest neighbor
distance of a Poisson point process. In the proposed architecture, all the BSs within a UEcentric Stienen cell (S-cell) are associated to its centroid UE. The Stienen cells are bounded
by the Voronoi tessellation generated through the UE positions on the x-y plane (see Fig. 1).
The Stienen model offers manifold advantages compared to the already conceived user-centric
architectures: i) it integrates the randomness in BS deployment as well as user locations, ii) it
enables flexibility to capture the effect of polygonal user-centric service regions, something that
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the one-size-fits-all strategy fails to do, and iii) it gives an opportunity for all the UEs to be
scheduled, provided the BS deployment is sufficiently dense to ensure presence of at least one
BS within each UE-centric S-cell.
By employing stochastic geometry principles, we obtain the analytical framework to determine
the coverage bounds in the proposed user-centric Stienen architecture. While deployment of
a large number of BSs is capable of enhancing coverage for an arbitrary UE, the energy
consumption becomes significant. Our model tackles the dual problem of maintaining high
throughput as well as energy efficiency through the selective BS activation mechanism. We
consider operating activated BSs within S-cells at high frequency mmWave band on DL because:
i) experimental trials have indicated suitability of mmWave communications due to high spectrum
availability per channel [6]; ii) higher frequencies allow implementation of small-sized antenna
arrays to facilitate narrow directional beams and longer transmission ranges; and iii) larger free
space pathloss and directional DL transmissions at mmWave frequencies reduce the unwanted
interference from nearby BSs. Additionally, the UE-BS pair proximity within the Stienen model
ensures resilience to blockage effects that occur at larger UE-BS distances. Furthermore, since the
mmWave cells do not interfere with existing sub-6 GHz BSs, they can be deployed within existing
deployments and enable architectures such as Cloud RAN enabled heterogeneous networks and
control-data separation architecture (CDSA) [7].
A. KPIs and Design parameters
The main aim of this work is the analytical quantification and analysis of a novel user-centric
Stienen cell model for dense mmWave cellular networks. The analysis is carried out in terms
of three KPIs: i) UE SINR distribution, ii) ASE, and iii) EE. The SINR distribution allows us
to analyze and compare an arbitrarily scheduled UE’s QoS with other models. Our cell design
and scheduling scheme targets reduction in interference at the UE which subsequently allows
higher achievable throughputs. Reduction in interference increases achievable throughput for an
arbitrary UE, but does it also increase sum throughput in the network? The answer to this lies
in the analysis of ASE measure which is a function of both per user SINR and average number
of scheduled UEs per scheduling time instance. The final KPI is basically a benefit-cost ratio,
where the benefit is the network spectral efficiency and the cost is given by the network power
consumption per unit area. In a multi-tier network, EE will depend upon the number of activated
mmWave RRHs. As we supplement the sub-6 GHz MBS with activated mmWave RRHs, the EE
is expected to improve initially because of higher data rates at UEs connected to nearby mmWave
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RRHs. However, if we keep on activating mmWave RRHs, then after a certain sweet point, the
EE tapers off and eventually reduces because the power consumption cost will overshadow the
spectral efficiency improvement.
We analyze and optimize the aforementioned KPIs using three key design parameters namely:
1) the active UE population, 2) Stienen cell size factor and 3) mmWave RRH deployment density.
The active UE population denotes the percentage of UEs that participate in the DL scheduling
process, hence determining the average geometry of the S-cell network. If this percentage of
participating UEs is low, the average separation between UEs is increased, thereby also increasing
the mean of Stienen cell sizes around UEs. Another consequence is the increase in probability
for an arbitrary UE to be scheduled via mmWave RRHs in a fixed RRH deployment. The Stienen
cell size factor is simply a parameter that varies between 0 and 1. A factor of 1 indicates that
the Stienen cell is at the largest allowable size and inscribed within the user-centric Voronoi cell.
Variations in this parameter effect the UE load distribution between the MBS and RRH tiers and
consequentially impact the ASE and EE. Finally, a higher mmWave RRH deployment density
also causes a larger number of UEs to be connected to the RRHs, which increases the spectral
efficiency but reduces EE owing to increased RRH power consumption.
B. Related Work
There has been notable work in recent literature focusing on the benefits of restructuring the
network design around the UE. Authors in [2] offer a comprehensive literature on the concept
of user-centric ultra dense networks and the de-cellular idea. The framework for access point
grouping is presented that allows the network to follow the user seamlessly regardless of user
location and movement. The challenges associated with such a network in terms of mobility,
resource and interference management are elaborated in comparison to the current cell-centric
networks such as 4G. Authors in [8] introduce the concept of a virtual user-centric C-RAN cell
design, wherein a user is the center of a circular virtual cell served by multiple remote radio
heads (RRHs) simultaneously. Optimal power control in the form of maximum ratio transmission
(MRT) is used at BSs, which makes the analysis different from that based on standard Poisson
point process. Unlike [8], where the proposed RRH clustering is overlapping (scenarios where
a single RRH may simultaneously serve multiple UEs), our model builds on non-overlapping
user-centric S-cells resulting in a one-to-one UE-RRH association during a given time slot.
The application of user-centric architectures has also been studied in relevance with upcoming
5G technologies, that include transmission in mmWave spectrum, use of massive MIMO de-
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ployment and 3GPP’s 5G New Radio (NR) standard. Authors in [9] developed an optimization
framework for power control strategies aimed at maximizing throughput fairness or the sum
rate in cell free massive MIMO systems. A comparison with user-centric architecture within
the designed system model demonstrated performance gains for both the cases of uniform
power allocation and sum-rate maximizing power allocation. The extension of this work is
carried out in [10], where the authors addressed the problem of power control for cell-free
and user-centric architecture at mmWave frequencies. Recent studies [11][12] formulate the
closed form expressions for spectral and energy efficiencies by taking into account both the base
station transmit power and deployment density. The interplay between transmit power and base
station density is characterized within the cell association phase in the expression for coverage
probability. While these studies present valuable models for dense conventional deployments, we
choose energy models that support centralized processing for dynamic activation / deactivation
of mmWave RRHs in the proposed user-centric Stienen model (more on this in Section VI).
The only work that considers Stienen based model for stochastic geometry analysis of wireless
networks is [13], in which the authors characterize the coverage, throughput and energy efficiency
in non-uniform two-tier networks. All the users within the MBS centered S-cells are associated
with the respective MBS, while UEs in the Voronoi cell region outside the S-cell are associated
with the closest femto base station. While our work also utilizes Stienen based network modeling,
it is distinct from [13] in following fundamental ways. Contrary to [13], wherein the Stienen
cells are centered on MBS, we propose and analyze an architecture where the center of the S-cell
is an active UE. Secondly, in [13], analysis is focused only on sub-6 GHz band, whereas, in
our model, each active UE is connected with a mmWave RRH, given there is at least one RRH
present within its S-cell, otherwise the UE connects to the closest MBS (in case of multi-tier
networks). Ultimately, the overarching goal of this work is to evaluate the performance gains
offered by a Stienen model in a user-centric dense mmWave network in terms of three key
performance indicators (KPIs): i) ASE, ii) EE, and iii) user QoS.
C. Contributions and Paper Arrangement
The preceding discussion shows that user-centric architectures have been well investigated for
both mmWave and sub-6 GHz deployments. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge,
analytical characterization and performance analysis of the Stienen based model in user-centric
mmWave network remains terra incognita. Through our investigation towards the relevance of
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this system model in future ultra dense 5G networks, we are attempting to close this research
gap. To this end, the main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• Stienen model based user-centric architecture: We first introduce the user-centric S-cell
model and the UE-RRH association mechanism. We incorporate the idiosyncrasies related
with mmWave communication in our system model. These include the impact of shadowing
on channel characteristics, pathloss disparity for line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) scenarios and impact on signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) due to di•

rectional coverage.
Characterization of the distance to nearby angularly interfering RRHs: Based on the presented framework, we investigate the spatial repulsion induced between a UE and the activated mmWave RRHs outside the UE’s S-cell with highly aligned directional transmission
beams (such RRHs are referred henceforth as angularly interfering RRHs). Due to maximum
transmission gain, the interference from angularly interfering RRHs will dominate the
interference from non-aligned interfering RRHs. An example of a UE-angularly interfering
RRH pair is given by the red dotted line in Fig. 1. To model the spatial proximity and
density of angularly interfering RRHs around a UE, we introduce a UE service selectivity
parameter which is the proportion of UEs considered for service during each DL scheduling
slot. A low selectivity parameter results in a larger average S-cell radius, which ensures
spatial repulsion between a UE and its angularly interfering RRHs at the cost of longer

•

scheduling wait times.
Characterization of downlink coverage, area spectral efficiency and energy efficiency:
We also develop a tractable coverage probability model for an arbitrary UE at a desired
SINR threshold. Our analysis accounts for both channel and spatial variations within the
mmWave UE-centric S-cell model. The coverage probability is employed to quantify the
area spectral efficiency of the system. We also analyze the performance of our proposed

•

model in terms of the network wide energy efficiency.
Improved user quality of experience: It is universally accepted that the bottleneck in wireless network performance is the cell edge performance degradation. The proposed architecture removes this problem and provides ubiquitous service to UEs. We investigate the SINR
gains numerically through extensive Monte Carlo simulations under different UE service
probabilities, RRH deployment densities and RRH (and UE) transmission beamwidths.
Simulation results exhibit significant QoS enhancement for all UEs regardless of their
location. The SINR gains stem from the independence of the distance between a UE and
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•

its closest angularly interfering RRH from the RRH deployment density.
ASE and EE analysis: We employ the developed analytical framework to investigate a key
design question in practical deployment of proposed architecture, i.e. how do ASE and EE
scale with the orchestration parameters, namely: 1) active UE population, 2) Stienen cell size
coefficient, and 3) mmWave RRH deployment density? The answers are investigated for both
single tier (DL via mmWave RRHs only) and multi-tier networks. Results show the variable
level of sensitivity of the performance to our design parameters. We also observe conflicting
trends of ASE and EE with certain design parameters, for instance, higher RRH density
increases the network ASE but decreases the overall EE. This tradeoff can be modeled via
a self-organizing network (SON) which fluctuates the network’s operating state between the
ASE-optimal and EE-optimal operating modes.
Voronoi Cell
boundary

Angularly
interfering
UE-RRH pair

S-Cell boundary

Scheduled UE
Non-scheduled UE
Activated RRH
De-activated RRH

Fig. 1: The UE-centric S-cell architecture. The Voronoi tessellation of the plane is formed by ΦUE . The circles
around UEs represent S-cell edges at ζ = 1/2. S-cell boundaries are not drawn to scale.

Paper Organization: In section II, we present system model for the proposed architecture and
the UE-RRH association mechanism therein. Section III presents characterization of the distance
distribution between a UE and its nearby angularly interfering RRHs. We continue with the
quantification of the SINR coverage probability and the ASE for a single tier UE-centric S-cell
network in section IV. Taking into account the practical deployment implication and requirement
of a multi-tier set up, we present the SINR coverage probability and ASE in the multi-tier
deployment scenario in section V. Section VI discusses the power consumption models for both
MBS and RRH tiers and quantifies the overall energy efficiency of the proposed network model.
Numerical results to validate the analytical framework and evaluate network wide efficiency of
the proposed architecture in comparison to existing state-of-art network designs are presented in
section VII. Conclusion and future research directions are presented in section VIII.
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II. N ETWORK M ODEL
A. Spatial Model
We consider the downlink of a two-tier ultra-dense network consisting of one sub-6 GHz
MBS that has mmWave RRHs and UEs spatially distributed across its foot-prints. Both the
RRHs and UEs are assumed to be outdoors. This is to limit number of parameters in our model
for simplicity. For indoor users, building penetration losses can be accounted for by appropriate
scaling of the signal and interference powers. The spatial distributions for RRHs and UEs are
modelled using two independent homogeneous Poisson point processes (HPPPs) ΦRRH and ΦUE
with intensities λRRH and λUE respectively. The UE locations act as generating points for the
UE-centric Voronoi tessellation. Each RRH is associated to a UE based on its physical location
on the Voronoi plane. This implies that each RRH can at the most serve a single UE which is
spatially closest to the RRH during a transmission time interval (TTI).
B. User-Centric Stienen Cell Geometry
To visualize a Stienen based user-centric cell design, consider the UEs as generating points of
a 2-dimensional Poisson-Voronoi Tessellation. Every point in the convex polygons generated by
the UEs is closer to its generating UE than to any other. Now a UE-centric Stienen cell can be
formed by constructing around each UE a circular disk with a radius that is less than or equal
to half of the distance between the UE and its closest neighbor (see Fig. 1). The resulting S-cell
regions form a Poisson hard sphere model, which by definition is formed when the interiors of
the disks centered at the generating points of the parent Poisson process do not overlap almost
surely. The radius of the S-cell around a UE uj ∈ ΦUE is given as:
Rj = min ζ || uj − uk ||; uj , uk ∈ ΦUE , j 6= k,
uk

(1)

where 0 < ζ ≤ 1/2 is the S-cell radius coefficient that models the flexibility in S-cell size.
As ζ → 0, the S-cell size around UEs becomes negligible. For ζ = 0.5, we obtain the largest
possible S-cell sizes around each UE without overlap with adjacent S-cells. The coefficient
provides control on modeling the S-cell sizes around UEs and is particularly useful in load
balancing between RRHs and MBS in multi-tier networks. Note that ζ = 0.5 creates the nearest
neighbor model proposed by Stienen in [5].
We can observe from Fig. 1 that the user-centric Voronoi cells can be divided into two regions;
the one within the circular Stienen cells and the other which is outside. This demarcation is
particularly useful to ensure that as long as the serving RRH is within the Stienen cell, a UE
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will not have any interfering RRH in a neighboring cell, that is spatially closer to the UE than
its serving RRH.
C. Dual Slope LOS Ball Pathloss Model
Propagation in mmWave band in known to be severely impacted by blocking, atmospheric
attenuation and low diffraction around obstacles. To effectively exhibit the blockage effects at
high frequencies, a tri-state model is commonly used [14], according to which, a UE-RRH link
can be in a line-of-sight (LOS), non-line-of-sight (NLOS) or outage state. A LOS link occurs
when there is no blockage between a UE and its serving RRH. A NLOS link, on the other hand,
occurs when the UE-serving RRH link is blocked, but the UE still receives sufficient signal
strength through multipath components. An outage state refers to infinite pathloss, i.e., when the
UE-RRH spatial separation is high enough to an extent that communication is not possible. The
probability distribution for the tri-state model is based on experimental trials [6] and expressed
as (2).

pLOS (r) = [1 − max (0, 1 − 181.27 exp(−r/30))] exp(−r/67.1),
pNLOS (r) = [1 − max (0, 1 − 181.27 exp(−r/30))] (1 − exp(−r/67.1)) ,

(2)

pOUT (r) = 1 − pLOS (r) − pNLOS (r).

For analytical tractability, we use an equivalent LOS ball approximation where the pathloss
is expressed as a Bernoulli random variable [15] with the assumption that all UE-RRH links are
LOS within a distance constraint. If pLOS (r) and pNLOS (r) are the probabilities of a LOS and
NLOS link between a UE and mmWave RRH at distance r respectively, then for the LOS ball
radius of Ro ,

pLOS (r) = 1; if r ≤ Ro , and
(3)
pNLOS (r) = 1; if r > Ro .

The described LOS ball model has been shown to simplify mathematical derivation in the
system-level analysis at the cost of only a minor difference from the actual SINR distribution
[16]. Although pLOS (r) for different UE-RRH links is not independent, it has been shown that
the dependence is weak [17]; therefore we ignore potential blockage correlations in our model.
Log-normal shadowing may be considered, but is not used to maintain the tractability of the
model. From (3), the distinct pathloss behavior for LOS and NLOS links in our work is expressed
as:

P L(r) = ALOS rαLOS ; if r ≤ Ro , and
(4)
= ANLOS r

αNLOS

; if r > Ro ,

where αLOS and αNLOS are the terrain and operating frequency dependent pathloss exponents
for LOS and NLOS links respectively. The intercepts ALOS and ANLOS may be assumed identical
if same closed-in reference distance is employed [18]. Note that high αNLOS values result in
sufficiently large P L(r), effectively causing the UE-RRH links to be in outage as r increases.
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D. UE-RRH Association Mechanism in a S-cell
A typical UE is associated to an RRH within its S-cell using the smallest path loss criteria.
The smallest P L(r) criteria ensures the maximum average SINR to each of the scheduled UEs.
To cater for system limitations and interference management, we introduce a UE selectivity
parameter pUE ∈ (0, 1] that is a random thinning factor denoting the percentage of UEs that will
be considered for DL service in a given TTI. Here, pUE = 1 implies that all the UEs that have
at least one RRH in their S-cell will be scheduled for DL. Consequently, the served UEs form
a thinned PPP ΦEF
UE characterized by an intensity that is a function of pUE as well as the RRH
and UE densities and given by

λEF
UE = pUE (1 − pemp )λUE ,

(5)

where pemp is the probability that a S-cell has no RRH to serve the associated UE. To evaluate
the empty S-cell probability, we first express the probability density function (pdf) of the number
of RRHs within the S-cell of a UE (see Lemma 2 in [13]) as

nRRH
λRRH
λUE ζ −2
.
fnRRH (nRRH ) =
λUE ζ −2 + λRRH λRRH + λUE ζ −2
The empty S-cell probability can simply be calculated by putting nRRH = 0 in (6), i.e.
λUE ζ −2
pemp =
.
λUE ζ −2 + λRRH

(6)

(7)

To illustrate the effect of variable S-cell sizes, Fig. 2 shows the circular areas around UEs with
different ζ values. As ζ increases, the number of RRHs within S-cells also increases, thereby
increasing the intensity of the PPP representing interfering RRHs. This user scheduling scheme
within the user-centric S-cell architecture is summarized as algorithm 1. Here, b(x, r) denotes a
ball of radius r centered at a point x.
From the practical implementation perspective, in the event of a RRH-free S-cell, user clustering strategies [19] may be employed where nearby UEs are grouped together and optimization is
performed on the UE clusters rather than individual UEs. Such strategies are beyond the scope
of this work and can be a topic of future extensions of this work.
E. mmWave Beamforming
It is assumed that both the UEs and RRHs are equipped with antenna arrays to perform
directional beamforming. We assume a sectorized antenna gain pattern to allow for constant
array gains within the main lobe and side lobe. A uniform planar array is considered at the
mmWave RRH to enable beam steering in the azimuth as well as vertical plane. The number of
elements and the inter-element distance can be varied to produce highly directional sectorized
beam pattern in the desired direction. Since our model is based on single stream downlink
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=1/2

RRH
UE

Fig. 2: The UE-centric Stienen cell sizes with different ζ values.

communication, we prefer phased-array analog beamforming due to its simple design and ability
to perform precoding in the RF domain. We also consider perfect channel knowledge between
a UE and its serving RRH which enables them to adjust their beam steering orientation to
achieve maximum directionality gain. For the sake of simplicity, we do not consider errors in
channel estimation and synchronization (time and/or frequency) in this work. This assumption is
reasonable due to beamforming in mmWave, which allows the UEs to be served in the high SNR
regime. The mean square error in channel estimation at high SNR approaches 0 [20], therefore,
we may neglect the channel estimation error in our analytical model. Given M ∈ {UE, RRH},
let GM , gM and θM denote the main lobe gains, side lobe gains and half power beamwidths
(HPBWs) respectively of the UEs and RRHs. Then the directivity gain for a desired UE-RRH
link is GUE GRRH . Assuming that the angle of arrival of an interfering beam at a typical UE
is independent and uniformly distributed between (0, 2π], the directivity gain GI is a discrete
random variable with the probability distribution given in [15] and mean interference gain for
an arbitrary UE expressed as:
E(GI ) =

θUE 1 − θRRH
1 − θUE θRRH
(1 − θUE )(1 − θRRH )
θUE θRRH
GUE GRRH +
GUE gRRH +
gUE GRRH +
gUE gRRH .
2
4π
2π
2π
2π
2π
4π 2
(8)

F. Channel Model

Due to the limited scattering behavior of mmWave signals, the Rayleigh fading model commonly used for sub-6 GHz band is not applicable [18]. Therefore, we assume independent
Nakagami fading for each UE-RRH link with NL and NN representing the LOS and NLOS
parameters respectively. The small-scale fading in signal power given by |h| under the Nakagami
assumption is a normalized Gamma random variable. We assume NL and NN to be positive
integers. Furthermore, shadowing is not assumed for the sake of tractability.
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Algorithm 1 UE scheduling algorithm in a user-centric S-cell network
Inputs: ΦRRH , ΦUE , pUE , ζ
Outputs: Φ′RRH , Φ′UE
1: Initialize the set of scheduled UEs and the RRHs serving within the user-centric S-cells at
any given time slot as Φ′UE , Φ′RRH ← ∅.
2: Update ΦEF
UE by thinning ΦUE with a factor of pUE .
3: For each x ∈ ΦEF
UE , estimate the size of S-cell as Rx = ζdx , where dx is the distance to the
nearest UE in ΦEF
UE .
4: Update Φ′RRH and Φ′UE for the current time slot using the following conditions:
foreach x ∈ ΦEF
UE do
if x ∩ b(x, Rx ) 6= ∅, ∀x ∈ ΦEF
UE then
′
ΦUE ∪ {x}
foreach y ∈ ΦRRH do
if y ∈ b(x, Rx ) then
if P Lx,y < P Lx,y′ , ∀y ′ ∈ ΦRRH , y ′ ∈ b(x, Rx ), y ′ 6= y then
Φ′RRH ∪ {y}
end
end
end
else
continue.
end
end
5: Serve all the scheduled users Φ′UE from the associated RRHs in Φ′RRH .
6: Go to step 1.

III. D ISTANCE D ISTRIBUTION TO A NGULARLY I NTERFERING RRH S
In this section, we characterize the distribution of the distance between a typical UE scheduled
on DL and the activated RRHs outside the UE’s S-cell that have completely aligned antenna
beams with the UE’s directional beam. As discussed in section II-E, the probability of such
an event occurring is

θUE θRRH
.
4π 2

We focus on the angularly interfering RRHs, also called ”angular

interferers”, because they contribute the largest share of interference at an arbitrary UE due to
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maximum directivity gain. Exploiting the well-known fact that the distance between the nearest
neighbors in a 2-D Poisson process is Rayleigh distributed [21], we can write the distribution
of the distance between an arbitrary UE and its serving RRH given as ro in Fig. 1 as:
fro (r) = 2πrpUE λUE exp(−πr2 pUE λUE ).

(9)

The tight packing in a Voronoi cell structure, especially in user hotspots, will inevitably give rise
to scenarios with interfering RRHs co-located in close vicinity to the serving RRH. However, the
requirement for narrow beam directionality in mmWave systems reduces the chances of exact
alignment between a UE and an interfering RRH. Additionally, inherent to the Voronoi cell
design, a UE-angularly interfering RRH pair must lie on opposite sides of the RRH serving that
UE. This induces a mean minimum repulsion distance between a UE and an angularly interfering
RRH which is equivalent to E(fro (r)).
Proposition 1: The distribution of the distance between a typical UE and its ith nearest
angular interferer in a UE-centric S-cell network can be characterized as
i

 2

−r pUE λUE (1 − pemp )θUE θRRH
pUE λUE (1 − pemp )θUE θRRH
2
2i−1
.
exp
fri (r) = (r
)
4π
Γ(i)
4π
(10)
Proof: See Appendix A.

Eq. (10) is obtained from the distribution of distance to the nth neighbor in a homogeneous
Poisson point process [22]. Now the question is how the mean intensity of the PPP of the
angularly interfering RRHs should be calculated.. Mathematically, it is calculated by the product
of intensity of the PPP representing interfering RRHs and percentage of interfering links with
completely aligned beams, given as (pUE λUE (1 − pemp )) ∗ (θUE θRRH /(2π)2 ).
IV. Q UANTIFYING THE C OVERAGE P ROBABILITY AND A REA S PECTRAL E FFICIENCY IN A
UE-C ENTRIC S- CELL
Now that we have discussed the distance distribution of the angular interferers, we will proceed
towards characterization of the coverage probability of a UE within a UE-centric S-cell design.
Consider a scheduled UE x ∈ ΠUE . Let o ∈ (ΠRRH ∩ S(x)) be the RRH that yields minimum
pathloss and is selected for DL service within x’s S-cell area ”S(x)” which is mathematically
given as S(x) = b(x, Rx ). We consider the aggregate interference from both the angularly and
non-angularly interfering RRHs. We have already seen in Section III that the mean intensity of
the PPP representing the interfering RRHs is given by λIRRH = λUE (1 − pemp ). Without loss of
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generality, we use the Silvnyak’s theorem [23] and focus our analysis on the arbitrary UE x
assumed to be located at the origin. With this assumption, the downlink SINR is given as:
maxo∈(ΠRRH ∩S(x)) ho GUE GRRH P L(ro )
P
SINR =
,
(11)
σ 2 + i∈ΠIRRH hi E(GI )P L(ri )

where ro and ri are the relative distances of UE x with its DL scheduled and interfering RRHs
respectively. σ 2 is the variance of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the UE front
end.
Once the interference is characterized, we can approximate the link success probability which
represents the percentage of users with adequate link channel quality with the connected RRHs
for DL. We can represent the QoS demands represented numerically through an SINR threshold
γth . In this case, the coverage probability while taking into account the distinct fading characteristics and pathloss behaviors of LOS and NLOS links and is given by Theorem I.
Theorem 1: The link coverage probability of an arbitrary UE served under the proposed usercentric S-cell design and a one-to-one UE-RRH association scheme can be expressed as
Pcov (γth ) =

NL
X

(−1)n+1

n=1

+

NN
X

n=1

(−1)n+1





NL
n

Z

NN
n

Z

Ro

exp(
0

−nηL γth σ 2 rαLOS
) exp(−ILL (γth , r)) exp(−ILN (γth , r))fro (r)dr
GUE GRRH
(12)

∞
Ro

−nηN γth σ 2 rαNLOS
) exp(−INL (γth , r)) exp(−INN (γth , r))fro (r)dr.
exp(
GUE GRRH

The terms ILL , ILN , INL and INN in (12) can be evaluated from equations (13)-(16).
4
X

bk

4
X

bk

F



F



NL ,

nηL a¯k γth rαLOS
NL tαLOS



tdt.

(13)

NN ,

nηL a¯k γth rαLOS
NN tαNLOS



tdt.

(14)

INL (γth , r) = 0.1

Z ∞ 
4
X
nηN a¯k γth rαNLOS
tdt.
INN (γth , r) = 2πλIRRH
F NN ,
bk
NN tαNLOS
r

(15)

ILL (γth , r) = 2πλIRRH

k=1

ILN (γth , r) = 2πλIRRH

k=1

Z

Ro
r

Z

∞
Ro

(16)

k=1

The quantities a¯k , bk , F (N, x) and ηi used in equations (13)-(16) are given by equations (17)-(20)
respectively.


a¯k =

GUE GRRH GUE gRRH gUE GRRH gUE gRRH
,
,
,
.
GUE GRRH GUE GRRH GUE GRRH GUE GRRH
θRRH
θUE θRRH θUE
,
(1 −
),
(2π)2 2π
2π
θUE θRRH
θUE
θRRH
(1 −
)
, (1 −
)(1 −
)].
2π 2π
2π
2π

(17)

bk = [

1

(18)

This is a direct consequence of the Ball LOS approximation model according to which if a UE is being served by an RRH

in NLOS region (i.e. ro > Ro ), no interfering RRH will have a LOS link with that UE.
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F (N, x) = 1 −

1
.
(1 + x)N

ηi = Ni (Ni !)

− N1

i

.

(19)
(20)

Proof: See Appendix B.

Eq. (12) is a consequence of the independence of the PPPs representing LOS and NLOS
interferers. The Laplace functional of each PPP yields 2 terms: one when the serving RRH
is within the LOS region and other when the serving RRH is in the NLOS region. The term ILL
is for the scenario when both the serving RRH and interfering RRH are within the LOS region.
The term ILN is for the scenario when the serving RRH is the LOS region but the interfering
RRH in the NLOS region. The term INL is for the unlikely scenario when the serving RRH is
in the NLOS region while the interfering RRH is in the LOS region. Therefore, the value of
this component is 0. Finally, the term INN is for the event when both the serving and interfering
RRHs are in the NLOS region.
The system-wide area spectral efficiency is measured as the number of bits which can be
transmitted per Hertz bandwidth per second within 1 squared meter area. We discuss the ASE
for two different DL transmission mechanisms:
1) Fixed Rate Transmission: In a fixed rate transmission, all UEs which meet the SINR criteria
for DL transmission are scheduled with uniform data rate links. The potential throughput for a
UE-centric S-cell architecture in this scenario can be quantified as
ASEFR = λEF
UE log2 (1 + γth )Pcov (γth ).

(21)

2) Adaptive Rate Transmission: In this system, each UE is provided a DL data rate which
is proportional to its SINR, subject to meeting the SINR threshold criteria. Mathematically, the
ASE in this situation may be expressed as
1 X
log2 (1 + SINRu ); if SINRu > γth ,
ASEAR =
A
EF

(22)

u∈ΦUE

where A is the total network area under consideration. As is clear from (21) and (22), the area
spectral efficiency of the UE-centric S-cell is strongly coupled with pUE . Intuitively, a higher
pUE increases the effective number of scheduled users. However it also lowers the SINR due
to shorter mean distance of a UE to its closest interfering RRH. In the results section, through
evaluation of the attainable area spectral efficiency, we will investigate which of the two opposite
effects is dominant in the proposed architecture.
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V. UE-C ENTRIC S- CELL ARCHITECTURE IN A M ULTI - TIER N ETWORK
Until now, we have analyzed how a UE-centric Stienen cell architecture is modeled for a single
tier network where UEs are only served if there resides at least one mmWave RRH within its
S-cell area as depicted in Algorithm 1. Needless to point out, this gives rise to longer wait times
and even results in network outage (due to larger UE-serving RRH distance) in sparse RRH
deployment regions. It is therefore pertinent to include the analysis of a multi-tier system with
MBS tier serving the UEs which do not have any RRH within their S-cell at sub-6 GHz. There
is a two-fold advantage of this approach: firstly, operating the MBS and RRH tier in different
frequency bands avoids any co-tier interference, and secondly, it is well known that propagation
loss on sub-6 GHz band is less severe as compared to mmWave, allowing MBS to serve UEs at
larger distances. With respect to UE association, the mechanism will have slight modifications as
compared to Algorithm 1. All the UEs that are void of RRHs within their S-cell are connected
to their respective MBS for DL coverage. Let us consider that ΦMBS and ΦUE,MBS are PPPs,
with mean intensities λMBS and λUE,MBS respectively, and represent MBS deployment density
and UEs served by MBSs respectively. Unlike RRH deployment which is impromptu and hence
is modelled well by PPP, MBS deployment is likely to be well planned. Therefore, to model
realistic MBS deployment, we induce repulsion between the PPP representation of MBS tier.
This is done by modeling it as a type II Matern hardcore process [23] where we choose a subset
of the original PPP with a distance constraint. Mathematically, the thinned PPP representation
of MBS is given by
λEF
MBS =

2
1 − exp(−4πλMBS RMBS
)
.
2
4πRMBS

(23)

(23) implies that the minimum allowable distance between adjacent MBSs is 2RMBS . The
analytical characterization of network level KPIs for the proposed UE-centric S-cell under the
multi-tier network is presented below:
A. SINR
The SINR at a UE x connected to a RRH or MBS is dependent on the presence of an RRH
within its S-cell and is given by a piece-wise function in (24). For the UEs connected to MBSs,
we consider Rayleigh fading environment. This implies that when x ∈ ΦUE,MBS , the channel gain
(ho and hi ) is assumed to be a unit mean exponential random variable and path loss at x from
an RRH y is modeled by l(||x− y||) = ||x − y||−αMBS power-law function.
h G G
P L(ro )

RRH ∩S(x) o UE RRH
P
 maxσo∈Π
x ∈ Φ′UE
2+
i∈ΠIRRH hi E(GI )P L(ri )
SINRMT =

o∈ΠMBS ho P L(ro )
 max
P
x ∈ ΦUE,MBS
hi P L(ri )
σ2 +
i∈ΠMBS′

(24)
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B. Coverage Probability
For a multi-tier network, the coverage probability is dependent on both the SINR threshold
γth and the probability of a UE being served by an RRH, which is a function of ζ and pemp .
Mathematically, the coverage probability is given by
Pcov,MT (γth ) = (1 − pemp )Pcov (γth ) + pemp Pcov,MBS (γth ),

(25)

where Pcov (γth ) is the coverage probability of a UE connected to a mmWave RRH given by
(12) while Pcov,MBS (γth ) is the probability that the SINR at an arbitrary UE served by an MBS
exceeds the QoS threshold, i.e. SINR ≥ γth . The coverage probability Pcov,MBS (γth ) is inspired
from the work in [21] for the Rayleigh fading scenario and expressed as
Pcov,MBS (γth ) = πλMBS

Z

"

∞

exp −πλMBS r 1 +
0

2/α
γth MBS

Z

∞
−2/αMBS

γth

#
!
1
2 αMBS /2
dv − γth σ r
dr, (26)
1 + v αMBS /2

where αMBS is the pathloss exponent for the propagation on MBS tier.
C. Area Spectral Efficiency
In the same spirit as Section IV, the area spectral efficiency for a multi-tier network can be
evaluated for fixed rate and adaptive rate transmissions as (27) and (28) respectively:
ASEFR,MT = λUE pUE log2 (1 + γth )[(1 − pemp )Pcov (γth ) + pemp Pcov,MBS (γth )].
X
1 X
log2 (1 + SINRu ) +
log2 (1 + SINRv )],
ASEAR,MT = [
A
EF
v∈Φ
u∈ΦUE

(27)
(28)

UE,MBS

where SINRu and SINRv are the SINR quantities for RRH and MBS connected UEs respectively
and given by (24).
VI. E NERGY E FFICIENCY A NALYSIS
The power consumption of a stand-alone small cell RRH is investigated in the project EARTH
[24]. This model was extended further to integrate the benefits of centralized processing in
[25]. Taking inspiration from these works, we formulate the power consumption for both the
MBSs and small cell RRHs as a linear combination of fixed power and load dependent power
consumption components. Mathematically, the total power consumption of the two-tier network
can be simplified as
P = |A|{λEF
(A PMBS,Tx + BMBS ) + λUE pUE (1 − pemp )Pcov (γth ) (ARRH PRRH,Tx + BRRH )
} |
| MBS MBS {z
{z
}
MBS-Tier Power

Activated RRH-Tier Power

+ BRRH (λRRH − λUE pUE (1 − pemp )Pcov (γth ))}.
|
{z
}
De-activated RRH-Tier Power

(29)

BMBS (and BRRH ) denotes the fixed power consumption of an MBS (and RRH). This is the
energy cost which is bore by the network regardless of the number of UEs requesting DL
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service. The coefficients AMBS (and ARRH ) lump together frequency dependent response of a
power amplifier and several other factors within MBS (and RRH). The coefficients Ai and Bi ,
where i ∈ {MBS,RRH} are expressed as
Ai =

1
, and
ηiPA (1 − σifeed )(1 − σiMS )(1 − σiDC )(1 − σicool )
Bi =

(1 −

Pi,RF + Pi,BB
MS
σi )(1 − σiDC )(1

− σicool )

.

(30)
(31)

Note that we are considering an always ON MBS deployment to avoid coverage holes and
provide uninterrupted control/signaling to the UEs. The power saving in the proposed architecture
will thus come from intelligently turning OFF mmWave RRHs that are not providing DL data
services to UEs. For detailed explanation of the power consumption parameters, readers are
referred to [24]. The network wide EE is analyzed for adaptive rate transmission scenario in our
work and expressed mathematically as
EE =

A[ASEAR,MT ]
.
P

(32)

EARTH’s segmentation of the power consumption employed in this work allows us to analyze
the amount of energy saving possible when an RRH is turned OFF. It is well known that the
major chunk of power consumption in a cellular BS takes place within the power amplifier.
By dynamic shutting down of the power amplifier and the associated transmission unit, there is
significant energy saving, especially in dense deployments. In the next section, we will look at
the potential power saving in terms of EE variation with adjustments in three network parameters:
i) served UE percentage, ii) RRH deployment density, and iii) user-centric S-cell sizes.
VII. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present numerical as well as Monte Carlo simulation results to evaluate
the validity of the developed model. After ensuring accuracy of the models, we compare the
performance of single and mult-tier UE-centric S-cell architectures in mmWave networks with
the conventional architecture. Our proposed network model analyzes the interplay of network
performance measures that are relevant to 5G communication networks. These include area
spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and users’ quality of experience. By choosing different
design configurations, we will try to ascertain the circumstances in which our proposed model
outperforms state-of-the-art architectures. For instance, if we have different spatio-temporal
regions in a network coverage area with sparse and dense user distributions, our framework
enables an operator to manage the tradeoff between ASE and EE with activation of appropriate
number of mmWave RRHs. Additionally, we ascertain the scheduling delay induced by the
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TABLE I: SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

Simulation area dimensions (|A|)

100 m x 100 m

Mean PPP density: λUE |A|; λRRH |A|; λMBS |A|

400;400;16

pUE

[0.25 0.5 0.75 1]

θUE , θRRH

[7o 10.9o ]

UE, RRH Antenna specifications: GUE ; GRRH ;gUE ; gRRH

10 dB; 10 dB; -3 dB; -3 dB;

Ro (from (2)); NL ; NN

46.5 m; 3; 2

Pathloss exponents: αLOS ; αNLOS ; αMBS

2.4; 4.7; 3

ALOS , ANLOS

1

RMBS

50 m

PMBS,Tx ; PRRH,Tx

10 W; 1 W

RRH Power Consumption parameters:

PA
feed
MS
DC
cool
ηRRH
,σRRH
,σRRH
,σRRH
,σRRH
,PRRH,RF ,

MBS Power Consumption parameters:

PA
feed
MS
DC
cool
ηMBS
,σMBS
,σMBS
,σMBS
,σMBS
,PMBS,RF ,PMBS,BB

PRRH,BB

0.0025,0,0.1,0.08,0, 0.4 W,1.2 W
0.388,0,0.07,0.06,0.09, 10.9 W,14.8 W

ARRH ; BRRH ; AMBS ; BMBS (based on power consumption parameters)

23.22; 1.932; 3.24; 32.3

No. of Monte Carlo realizations

100000

model and the impact of channel estimation errors on the metric performance. Unless otherwise
specified, the basic simulation parameters used in our analysis are given in Table 1.
A. Model Validation
We validate the expression for SINR coverage probability derived in Theorem I in Fig. 3.
The plot shows close agreement between the simulations and the derived analytical results,
particularly at high γth regimes. We observe that the analytical model holds true for variations
in both ζ (Fig. 3 (a)) and pUE (Fig. 3 (b)), keeping the other parameter fixed. Fig. 3 also
depicts a decrease in coverage probability at higher ζ and pUE for the same SINR threshold.
This is intuitive because a larger pUE reduces the average UE-interfering RRH distance. As a
consequence, the average interference increases which reduces the coverage probability of an
arbitrary UE. Similarly, a larger ζ means larger S-cell area which increases the probability of a
UE being served due to presence of at least one RRH within its S-cell (see Fig. 2). In other words,
higher ζ results in greater number of activated RRHs which increases the overall interference
for an arbitrary UE.
To validate the distance distribution of angularly interfering RRHs derived in section III, we
compare the analytical and Monte Carlo simulation results for λIRRH in Fig. 4. Results show
the formulated model to be quite accurate for variations in both pUE and ζ for a range of RRH
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Fig. 3: SINR coverage probability at: (a) different ζ and pUE =1, (b) different pUE and ζ = 0.5.

Fig. 4: Interfering RRH density validation at different ζ and pUE values.

densities. Another interesting observation from Fig. 4. is the high sensitivity of interfering RRH
density to ζ. Increasing ζ by 2 at pUE = 1 yields an interfering RRH density increase of about
220% while the same increase in pUE at ζ = 0.5 yields only 35% increase in interfering RRHs.
B. Sensitivity Analysis
Next, we analyze the gradient of coverage probability with respect to UE selection probability
and the S-cell size in Fig. 5. Keeping uniform intervals for the possible range of pUE and ζ, we
note that the rate of change of coverage probability is far more sensitive to an interval change in
ζ. Negative gradient is observed for the entire range of pUE and ζ which makes sense because
an increase in either of these parameters results in a larger number of interfering RRHs and a
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Fig. 6: Downlink SINR cdf comparison between user-centric S-cell and non user-centric
approaches in (a) single-tier and (b) multi-tier networks.

subsequent reduction in coverage probability. The peak absolute value for

dPcov
dpUE

and

dPcov
dζ

occur at

pUE = 0.34 and ζ = 0.35 respectively. However, the rate of coverage change per interval variation
in ζ is almost 3 times as compared to when pUE is varied. This is in agreement with Fig. 4 which
demonstrated higher increase in interfering RRHs with a unit increase in ζ. Both Figs. 5(a) and
5(b) demonstrate that the impact on coverage probability reduction is found to be less severe in
sparse RRH deployments. The results provide design insights for the proposed UE-centric S-cell
network, for instance, with regards to choosing between UE selection parameter adjustment and
S-cell size adjustment or appropriate combination of the two for optimizing coverage.
C. QoE Enhancement in User-Centric S-cell Network
Users’ QoE analysis is conducted through SINR distribution between UEs at different pUE
and ζ values in Fig. 6. To compare the QoE performance with a standard non user-centric PPP
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deployment, we follow the approach in [16] and represent it as “NUC”. Results in Fig. 6 (a)
for a single tier mmWave network show that the UE-centric S-cell approach yields an SINR
gain ranging from 40 dB to 65 dB for almost 50% of the users. Following the same trend from
Figs. 4 and 5, the SINR observed a marked gain from a decrease in ζ. As discussed earlier, the
increase in SINR at lower ζ values is a result of thinning of the PPP ΠIRRH and a consequent
increase in the average interferer distance.
The multi-tier SINR cumulative distribution function (cdf) in Fig. 6 (b) shows some interesting
trends. We observe a clear distinction between the SINR of the UEs connected to the MBS and
mmWave RRH tiers. More specifically, three distinct regions can be identified from the multi-tier
SINR distribution plot in Fig. 6(b): i) the majority of UEs having SINR less than -10 dB SINR
for all the simulation cases; ii) a set of UEs with SINR between 25 dB and 50 dB for ζ = 0.5;
and iii) a set of UEs with SINR above 70 dB for ζ = 0.5. These jumps of 35 dB and 20 dB
are observed as we transition from sub-6 GHz MBS connected UEs to NLOS mmWave RRH
connected UEs, and then from NLOS to LOS mmWave RRH connected UEs respectively. For
the same S-cell size, a denser RRH deployment pushes more UEs to the RRH tier. Although the
number of UEs connected to mmWave RRH tier increases, the resulting average SINR for the
tier is lower as compared to a sparse RRH deployment due to a higher number of interfering
mmWave RRHs. This allows the network operator to fluctuate the design parameters and choose
between a small number of UEs connected to mmWave RRHs with extremely high user QoE
or a larger number of UEs connected to mmWave RRHs with moderately lower QoE.
D. ASE, EE Performance in Single-tier User-Centric S-cell Networks
In this sub-section, we investigate the system wide ASE performance in fixed rate as well as
adaptive rate transmission scenarios and the impact of pUE , ζ, θRRH and λRRH on ASE. Results
in Fig. 7 reveal that fixed rate ASE is a monotonically increasing function of both ζ and pUE .
This implies that the increase in λEF
UE accompanied by a higher pUE dominates the decrease in
the SINR coverage probability observed in Fig. 3. Similar to the earlier presented results in Fig.
5, ASEFR is more sensitive to ζ with the steepest gradient at pUE = 1.
Fig. 8 presents the Monte Carlo simulation results for the adaptive rate area spectral efficiency
and energy efficiency for the single tier UE-centric S-cell network. We observe a significant
increase in the ASE (Fig. 8 (a)) as the density of RRH deployments increases. The overall trend
for ASE with regards to pUE is monotonic increase, with the increment being almost 46% as
pUE goes from 0.1 to 0.2. For pUE > 0.5, we only observe a marginal gain in ASE upon further
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Fig. 8: ASE and EE variation with UE selection parameter, RRH densities and transmission
beamwidths.

increments in pUE , keeping all other network parameters constant. Additionally, we observe a
marginal ASE reduction with wider antenna beamwidths as a result of higher λAIRRH when θUE
(and / or) θRRH are increased. The network wide EE plotted as Fig. 8 (b) peaks on average for
0.4 ≤ pUE ≤ 0.6. As expected, the EE results show opposite trend for dense RRH deployments
as a high number of activated mmWave RRHs contribute towards additional energy costs for
the operator. There is no observable link between EE and the UE (and RRH) transmission
beamwidths. We observe a slight increase in EE for wider beamwidths when λRRH = 21 λUE and
λRRH = 2λUE , but a decrease in the case of λRRH = λUE . From a network operator’s perspective,
the findings highlight the necessity of a SON implementation in order to determine the right
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Fig. 9: Impact of channel estimation error and antenna array size on ASE and EE.

balance between maximizing net throughput and minimizing cost per bit.
To study the impact of channel estimation errors and number of antenna elements on the arrays
at the UE and mmWave RRH, we plot the ASE and EE for different configuration scenarios in
Fig. 9. When complete channel state information is available at both the UE and RRH, we see
that increasing the number of antenna elements improves the ASE and EE performance. This is
simply due to the fact that a larger antenna array yields higher directionality gain, therefore the
mean interference from concurrent transmissions reduces consequentially. For channel estimation
errors, we follow the approach adopted in [26] and consider both SNR degradation as well as
loss in directivity gain due to angle of destination (AoD) estimation errors. Considering Gaussian
AoD estimation errors with a variance of 6o at the RRH and / or UE, we observe that both ASE
and EE performance degradation is more pronounced when number of antennas at mmWave
RRH (NRRH ) and UE (NUE ) are 64 instead of 32. Larger antenna array size corresponds to
narrow propagation beams, and even a small AoD estimation inaccuracy in this case causes
severe directionality gain degradation which reduces both ASE and EE.
E. Performance Comparison with Fixed Size User-Centric Networks
Fig. 10 shows the performance gains in terms of adaptive rate area spectral efficiency (Fig.
10(a)), energy efficiency (Fig. 10(b)) and mean UE scheduling ratio (Fig. 10(c)) for the proposed
UE-centric S-cell architecture in comparison to the non-elastic fixed sized circular user-centric
service regions proposed in earlier works [27]. The network models with fixed user-centric
regions in [27] to maximize ASE and EE are referred to as FS(ASE) and FS(EE) respectively.
The S-cell user-centric network used for comparison is configured at pUE = 1 and ζ = {0.25, 0.5}.
Clearly, the proposed model at ζ = 0.5 outperforms both extremes of the earlier “one-size fits
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all” strategy in terms of system throughout at dense mmWave RRH deployment scenarios at
the cost of marginal EE loss as compared to FS(ASE). The user-centric S-cell at ζ = 0.25
exhibits higher efficiency than FS(EE) for all the three measures at λRRH ≥ 2λUE . This is
because denser deployments reduce empty S-cells and due to shorter UE-RRH spatial distance,
higher throughput is achieved which increases both ASE and EE. In addition to higher aggregate
throughput, Fig. 10(c) shows that the user-centric S-cell network also reduces mean waiting time
for an arbitrary UE from 2.5 TTIs in FS(ASE) to 2 TTIs when ζ = 0.5. This can be traced to the
non-conflicting nature of the proposed user-centric S-cell design where all the UEs that have at
least one mmWave RRH within their S-cell are scheduled on DL. On the other hand, scheduling
success in the non-flexible user-centric model in [27] depends upon both the probability of cell
overlap with nearby UEs and probability of presence of a serving mmWave RRH within the
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Fig. 10: (a) ASE, (b) EE and (c) UE scheduling ratio comparison of non-elastic user-centric [27]
and proposed user-centric S-cell approaches under different RRH densities.
F. ASE, EE Performance in Multi-Tier User-Centric S-cell Networks
In Fig. 11, we compare the inter-tier load distribution for three different S-cell sizes at ζ = 1/8,
ζ = 1/4 and ζ = 1/2. ζ = 1/2 yields the most proportionate UE distribution between the MBS
and mmWave RRH tiers. Apparently, setting a high ζ value seems the most obvious choice for
offloading a congested MBS-tier. This is because a higher ζ pushes a large number of UEs from
the MBS to mmWave RRH tier. A large ζ value not only allows more UEs connected served
by the RRH tier to avail the wider mmWave spectrum, but also reduces the average interference
at a typical UE due to highly directional transmission in mmWave RRH tier as opposed to
omni-directional transmission from interfering MBSs in the sub-6 GHz MBS tier.
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Fig. 11: UE load distribution between MBS and RRH tiers and achievable throughput fairness
index in a two-tier user-centric S-cell network.

To assess the uniformity in the achievable throughput amongst UEs, we apply the Jain’s
fairness equation [28] on the UE throughput in a given TTI. The Jain’s fairness index (JFI) values
plotted in Fig. 11 exhibit highest values at ζ = 1/8 when a large proportion of UEs is connected
to the MBS tier. The JFI dips below 10 % for all the considered RRH deployment and pUE
scenarios at ζ = 1/4 when the UEs in mmWave connectivity are mostly within LOS boundary
due to smallness of the UE-centric S-cell regions. As a result, there is a large disproportion
between SINRs of UEs connected to mmWave RRHs and sub-6 GHz MBS tier. Nevertheless,
the fairness index improves at ζ = 1/2 when the number of UEs connected to mmWave RRHs
increases, particularly in the NLOS regions. Another interesting observation from the JFI results
is that while a dense RRH deployment and sparse UE selection maximizes fairness at ζ = 1/2,
the vice versa exhibits highest fairness at ζ = 1/8. This trend can be explained from the inter-tier
UE distribution graph. The JFI is maximized (and UE throughput disparity is minimized) when
we have the least mmWave load percentage at ζ = 1/8. However, at ζ = 1/2, higher mmWave
tier percentage results in more UEs experiencing similar QoS, and hence increasing overall JFI.
Hitherto, we have seen how the network level ASE and EE behave with variations in the three
adjustable network parameters, i) S-cell size (characterized via ζ), ii) UE selection probability
(pUE ), and iii) mmWave RRH deployment density (λRRH ). The question that begs further analysis
is whether there is an optimal combination of these parameters which simultaneously maximizes
the network wide ASE and EE. Fig. 12 plots the adaptive rate ASE and EE for the multi-tier user-
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centric S-cell network under variation, within practical range, of each parameter while keeping
the other two constant. The overall trend for ASE is positive for increments in each of the three
parameters. However, the percentage ASE gain resulting from a unit increase in pUE is far less as
compared to the ASE gains achieved from increasing ζ and λRRH . Moving on to multi-tier EE, we
observe no visible trend with pUE . Just like the single tier network, the EE behaves in the exact
opposite fashion as compared to ASE with variation in RRH density. As the S-cell size increases
from ζ = 0.1 to ζ = 0.4, we observe almost 4 times gains in EE. However, on further increment
to ζ = 0.5, there is a decrease in EE for all four network configurations involving different pUE
and λRRH combinations. Although larger S-cell sizes increase the sum throughput due to a high
proportion of UEs connected to mmWave RRHs, this is accompanied by a higher percentage
of NLOS mmWave links. The high pathloss associated with NLOS mmWave connections limits
the throughput gains which is eventually overshadowed by the additional power consumption
due to a higher number of activated RRHs. The results in Fig. 12 once again re-emphasize
the need of an optimization framework within an intelligent SON engine integrated in a central
entity to dynamically adjust ζ, pUE and λRRH and maximize the formulated network wide ASE-EE
tradeoff utility. Future extensions of this work will be dedicated to designing such an optimization
framework, and evaluation of its convexity and ability to yield global optima for a pre-fixed range
of investigated design parameters.
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Fig. 12: ASE and EE trends with different pUE , ζ and λRRH values.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a user-centric Stienen cell network architecture capable of offering
higher system capacity and improved received signal quality in dense deployment scenarios,
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compared to non user-centric conventional cellular architectures. Since current models for cellular
network performance analysis are not applicable to the proposed architecture, we developed a
comprehensive statistical framework for analytical characterization of the area spectral efficiency
and energy efficiency of the novel cellular architecture. We presented user-centric scheduling
schemes for two network layouts: i) a single-tier network where each UE is served by a single
mmWave RRH that resides within its S-cell, and ii) a multi-tier network with a sub-6 GHz
macro base station tier overlaid on top of the mmWave RRH tier. While mmWave RRHs are
dedicated to serve users in close proximity, the users with void Stienen cells are connected to
the macro BSs in the multi-tier design, resulting in a higher average user quality of experience.
We further characterized the distance distribution between an arbitrary UE and the angularly
interfering RRHs that cause significant interference within mmWave networks.
Our analysis validates the usefulness of the proposed architecture in the form of large SINR
gains achieved by virtue of minimizing interference within virtual Stienen zones around scheduled users. We also observed higher network level capacity and lower scheduling delays when
compared with a benchmark user-centric architecture from literature. Numerical results based
on the derived expressions reveal practical design insights by characterizing the interplay among
three design parameters namely S-cell size, user service probability and RRH density; and the
network wide KPIs; i.e. ASE and EE. It is observed that the ASE and EE show contrasting
results with respect to variations in the design parameters. Therefore, to fully optimize a network
efficiency metric, we advocate a SON enabled entity that is capable of dynamic adaptation of
the modeling parameters to offer higher throughput or optimal energy utilization, whichever
is desired by the network operator in a given spatio-temporal region. From the simulations,
the proposed architecture is shown to provide following advantages as compared to the current
dense network deployments and a benchmark user-centric scheme: i) SINR gain ranging from
40 dB to 65 dB as compared to current ultra-dense network deployments, ii) 20% reduction
in mean scheduling latency, and iii) flexibility of dynamic load balancing between MBS and
mmWave RRH tier and setting the ASE-EE tradeoff level by adjustment in design parameters.
The proposed work is expected to pave the way for enabling higher capacity and sub-milli second
latency for time critical applications in 5G wireless networks. In particular, the reduced latency
in the UE scheduling will allow the network to cater to a larger number of devices (both mobile
phones and IoT sensors) in an interference free propagation environment.
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A PPENDIX A
Proof of Proposition I: The probability that the distance between an arbitrary UE and its ith
nearest angular interferer is at least r is essentially the probability that there exist exactly i − 1
angular interferers inside the circular region of area πr2 around that UE. Mathematically, it is
expressed as
Fri (r) = 1 +

(λAIRRH πr2 )
exp(−λAIRRH πr2 ),
(i − 1)!

(33)

where λAIRRH is the mean intensity of the PPP ΠAIRRH representing angularly interfering RRHs
around an arbitrary UE. For characterization of λAIRRH , we first define ΠIRRH which is the
PPP representing interfering RRHs, i.e. activated RRHs outside a UE’s S-cell. Due to 1-1 UERRH association, the distribution of interfering RRHs is identical to the served UEs. Using
Slivnyak’s theorem [23], we can express the mean intensity of ΠIRRH represented by λIRRH as
λIRRH = λEF
UE = pUE (1 − pemp )λUE .
Now, the angularly interfering RRHs is simply a subset of interfering RRHs containing the
RRHs having completely aligned antenna beams with the considered UE. This implies that
ΠAIRRH is a thinned version of ΠRRH . Stating more precisely, the mean intensity of the number
of angularly interfering RRHs to an arbitrary UE is dependent on the following factors:
•

The number of UEs scheduled for service per unit area, which is controllable by an
adjustable parameter pUE .

•

The probability that the Stienen cell around a UE would have an RRH within its covered
area. The size of the Stienen cell is adjustable via ζ.

•

The probability that the antenna bore-sights of a UE and an activated RRH outside its S-cell

are completely aligned.
Keeping the conditions stated above in consideration, the mean intensity of ΠAIRRH is expressed
as

λAIRRH =

pUE λUE (1 − pemp )θUE θRRH
.
(2π)2

(34)

Substituting (34) in (33) and differentiating to find the probability density function yields (10).
Note that for omni-directional transmission, ΠAIRRH essentially converges to ΠIRRH , which is the
union of angularly interfering RRHs and interfering RRHs with misaligned antenna beams with
UE.
A PPENDIX B
Proof of Theorem I: The SINR coverage probability for an arbitrary UE can be expressed as
Pcov (γth ) = P(SINR > γth ) = P(ho >

γth (σ 2 + I)
),
GUE GRRH P L(ro )

(35)

where σ 2 + I is the summation of noise and interference given as denominator in (11). Since
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ho is considered to be a normalized Gamma random variable, we employ Alzer’s Lemma [29]
to modify (35) as

Pcov (γth ) =

N
X

(−1)n+1

n=1

  

−nηγth (σ 2 + I)
N
E exp(
) ,
n
GUE GRRH P L(ro )

(36)

1

where η = N (N !)− N and N is the parameter for ho and takes the value of NL (or NN ) depending
upon whether the serving RRH is within the LOS (or NLOS) region. The noise and interference
components can be treated distinctly as
N
X

Pcov (γth ) =

(−1)n+1

n=1
(a)

=

N
X

(−1)

n=1

  
 

−nηγth (σ 2 )
N
−nηγth (I)
E exp(
) E exp(
) ,
n
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
GUE GRRH P L(ro )

n+1


 
  
−nηγth
−nη(σ 2 )
N
,
) LI
E exp(
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
n

(37)

where (a) follows from the Laplace functional of the interference, i.e. LI (s) = E (exp(−sI)).
To evaluate LI (s), we can split the interfering RRHs into LOS and NLOS considering the
distribution of distance from an arbitrary UE to LOS interferers and NLOS interferers is only
weakly dependent [17]. Hence, if we assume ΦILOS and ΦINLOS to be the PPPs of the interfering
RRHs within LOS and NLOS regions respectively, then by applying the independence property,
(37) becomes
Pcov (γth ) =

N
X

(−1)

n=1

n+1

  

−nηγth (σ 2 )
N
−nηL γth
−nηN γth
) LIL (
)LI (
).
E exp(
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
GUE GRRH P L(ro ) N GUE GRRH P L(ro )
n
(38)

Let us consider that the arbitrary UE under consideration is being served by an RRH within its
LOS region (i.e. r ≤ Ro ). Now, the interfering RRHs could be in either the LOS or the NLOS
region. For interferers in the LOS region, the Laplace functional of the interference in (38) is
calculated as

!
P
−nηL γth rαLOS i∈ΦILOS |hi |2 Gi ri−αLOS
−nηL γth
)
) = E exp(
LIL (
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
GUE GRRH
(b)

= exp −2πλIRRH

4
X

bk

k=1

Z

Ro

[1 − Ehi (exp{−nηL γth hi a¯k (r/t)
r

αLOS

!

(39)

})tdt] ,

where the directivity gain of the interfering RRH Gi is evaluated by considering it as a discrete
random variable [16]. Note that we have assumed the pathloss intercepts for both LOS and NLOS
scenarios as unity. Further, (b) follows from computing the Laplace functional of ΦILOS . Finally,
by computing the moment generating function of the normalized gamma random variable hi ,
we obtain
"

 #
Z
4
LIL (

X
−nηL γth
) = exp −2πλIRRH
bk
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
k=1

Ro

F

NL ,

r

nηL a¯k γth rαLOS
NL tαLOS

tdt = exp [−ILL (γth , r)] . (40)

In a similar manner, the Laplace functional of the NLOS interfering RRHs for this UE is given
"
 #
Z Ro 
4
by
X
nηL a¯k γth rαLOS
−nηN γth
LIN (

GUE GRRH P L(ro )

) = exp −2πλIRRH

F

bk

k=1

r

NN ,

NN tαNLOS

tdt = exp [−ILN (γth , r)] . (41)
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Now for a UE served by an RRH in the NLOS region, it is intuitive to observe that ΦILOS = ∅,
therefore, the Laplace functional −nη γ
L th
LIL (

GUE GRRH P L(ro )

) = exp[−ILN (γth , r)] = 1.

(42)

Similar to (41), we derive the
# as
" Laplace functional of the NLOS interferes
4

X
−nηN γth
LIN (
) = exp −2πλIRRH
bk
GUE GRRH P L(ro )
k=1

Z

∞

F

r



nηN a¯k γth rαNLOS
NN ,
NN tαNLOS



tdt = exp [−ILN (γth , r)] .
(43)

Finally, integrating over fro (r) for LOS and NLOS regions and by summation of coverage
probabilities for each region, we obtain (12).
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